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Who we are
Stormwater NSW is the pre-eminent 
professional urban water management 
association in the state. We are a peak 
industry association with membership 
including the majority of councils 
in the Greater Sydney Region, as 
well as numerous consulting and 
manufacturing companies. 

We have over 225 corporate, 
institutional, government and individual 
members drawn from the engineering, 
planning, landscape architecture, 
environmental management, 
economic management, water 
resource management, education 
and community engagement sectors. 
Stormwater NSW is supported by 
the national association Stormwater 
Australia and a strong network of state 
associations, in Queensland, Victoria, 
South Australia and Western Australia.

Our aim
To enable local practitioners and 
the broader community to learn 
about best practice and industry 
leading stormwater management 
and stormwater quality and quantity 
technologies.

Our purpose
To support and be a positive influence 
on the growth and application of 
sustainable water management 
practices across NSW.
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As I write this Sydney has entered 
another COVID lockdown. For 
many 2021 has been a difficult and 
frustrating year. Stormwater NSW has 
had its challenges with COVID being 
a constant consideration. However, 
it has had some positives for us as 
well. Virtual technology has helped 
us to become much more inclusive. 
We’ve been able to successfully 
include regional members into 
our conversations and events. And 
our hope is we can attract some 
new committee members into the 
committee in August.

The virtual environment meant that 
many organisations and associations 
have moved their training and 
seminars online and have provided 
these as free offerings to members 
and non-members alike. We have 
followed suit, but this has meant 
that one of our key revenue sources 
has taken a hit. We have worked to 
replace that revenue and offering 
training in our Operations and 
Maintenance Manual has come 
to the fore in this space. We have 
offered training in NSW, Queensland 
and Victoria this year. 

Our advocacy efforts have continued 
with contact with Ministerial Offices 
and Shadow Ministers. We have also 
expanded our efforts by seeking to 
coordinate with other groups that 
have a keen interest in the health of 
iconic waterways around Sydney. 
We have been successful in bringing 
in the Parramatta River Catchment 
Group, the Cooks River Alliance and 
the George’s Riverkeeper as partners 
in our general advocacy efforts

We have also sought to broaden 
our reach by embracing allied 

professionals and communities that 
have similar concerns about our 
future, resilience and climate change 
adaption. To this end we are proud 
to be the convenors of franc.sydney 
2022.

We have raised the profile of our 
social media offerings again this year. 
Our Stormwater NSW LinkedIn page 
following has increased by more than 
189 followers this year and currently 
sits at 2493 contacts.

Finally, I’d like to thank the members 
of the Stormwater NSW Committee for 
volunteering their time and expertise. 
Despite the difficulties presented by 
COVID, you continue to ensure that 
our members get full value for their 
membership. 

ALAN BENSON
President Stormwater NSW
29 July 2021

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME

franc.sydney 

is a new conference that is 
challenging rationality of current 

practices and perceptions 
of urban stormwater and its 

management. 

I wholeheartedly recommend 
you think about attending the 
conference 23-24 March 2022.
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Our Stormwater NSW Awards for 
Excellence winners showed that we 
have the best of the best within our 
ranks. As with previous years, the 
winner of each category in NSW was 
entered as a finalist in the Stormwater 
Australia Awards which were 
presented as part of the Stormwater 
2021 National Conference in April. Two 
of the six categories in the national 
awards were won by entries from NSW. 

The Parramatta River Catchment 
Group was the national winner for 
‘Excellence in Strategic or Master 
Planning’ with DUBA, BUDU, BARRA: Ten 
steps to a living river – The Parramatta 
River Masterplan.  This category was 
a tight competition, and the PRCG 
held off two other strong entrants that 
were awarded highly commended. 
The National Judging Panel noted 
that “the ten-step plan demonstrated 
excellence in almost all the judging 
criteria” and “where this project 

excelled over other excellent projects 
was that the success of the masterplan 
could be demonstrated by a series of 
completed initiatives”. 

Optimal Stormwater and the City of 
Sydney won the Excellence in Asset 
Management category with their 
project ‘Knowledge, Integration 
and Commitment - How the City of 
Sydney and Optimal Stormwater 
have massively enhanced stormwater 
asset management to protect one 
of Australia’s greatest jewels’.  The 
National Judging Panel said that the 
“the individuals from the City of Sydney 
and Optimal Stormwater went above 
and beyond the job scope and drove 
the needed change and long term 
investment”. 

Given that the Stormwater NSW 
awards were not held last year due 
to COVID-19, we are looking forward 
to seeing a strong field of entries in the 
2021 NSW Awards for Excellence.

NATIONAL STORMWATER AWARDS

Prizewinner in the 
2019 Awards for 
Excellence
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Stormwater NSW has had great 
success transitioning its technical 
events into virtual events in response to 
COVID.  

Led by the Chair of Events, Dr Maria 
Pinto, Stormwater NSW has delivered 
nine separate events to our members 
and the industry at large, including two 
engagement workshops, the highest 
number of events since Stormwater 
NSW began in the 1990s.

Speakers came from a diverse range 
of backgrounds, including the Sydney 
Institute of Marine Science (SIMS), the 
City of Vancouver, WMA Water, CSIRO, 
Engineers Australia, GHD, Civille, the 
UNSW, the University of Melbourne, 
Southern Cross University and Optimal 
Stormwater.  

EVENTS

Victoria Park, Broadway

Topics included:
• the challenges and barriers

facing local government in
delivering sustainable stormwater
management

• the chronic problem of plastics
entering our waterways and oceans

• the journey to becoming a charted
engineer

• the implications of climate change
on long-term flood management
planning.

All in all, an exemplary year in event 
delivery, and one achieved despite 
the acute disruption of the COVID 
pandemic. So, a special thanks to our 
speakers and, in particular our Chair of 
Events, Maria Pinto.



2020-2021 saw a great start to a 
more focused and formal advocacy 
element of Stormwater NSW. It is 
intended that into the future, there 
will be a member of the committee 
who has this as their key contribution 
area, supported by the committee 
and broader membership. Our 
advocacy lead is Dr Stephanie 
Kermode. Discussions were held 
about the relative role of advocacy 
and a community of practice within 
our membership and the distinction 
between the two concepts. In short, 
advocacy is more outward looking 
– looking to educate in order to get
appropriate support for the industry
and achieve better outcomes of the
communities in which we practice.

Key activities and achievements this 
year were:

• A Stormwater NSW response to the
PIC (Place-based Infrastructure
Compact) for Western Sydney. We
welcomed the robust, strategic
thinking encapsulated by it, notably
proposed action 9 which looks to
reform whole-of-water cycle and
stormwater management to a
regional approach. However, we
raised significant concern that this

element, while pivotal to achieving 
the vision, repeatedly fell into the 
category of ‘might not be funded’. 
This is concerning both in the 
ability of the sector to deliver, but 
also for the community, given the 
acknowledgement that ‘Growing 
Parkland City’ – a more business 
as usual approach – showed net 
negative benefit. 

• A Stormwater NSW response to
the National Water Reform Draft
Report. This supported key findings
of the review, including a need
for clarification of how alternate
water sources fit into entitlements,
a need for investment in the sector,
implementation of best practise
system planning. Importantly, it
highlighted that a key frustration
for the industry is that funding and
institutional commitments are
limited to absent with respect to
stormwater management. Clear
authority and accountability is
required, to be supported by
ongoing funding streams – grants
are helpful, but inadequate for long
term management.

ADVOCACY

7
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• Meeting with Christian Dunk,
Deputy Chief of Staff to Minister
Matthew Kean, the Minister for
Energy and Environment. The
intention of this was to open up a
dialogue with the Minister’s office
and for this relationship with the
organisation to allow the Minsters
to request information, advice
and support from the stormwater
industry. The conversation was well-
received, and we have plans to
continue to pursue this and other
relationships.

The plan for the next twelve months is 
to continue to build momentum in this 
space. 

Planning is underway to engage 
with councils on issues surrounding 
private certifiers failing to administer 
stormwater elements adequately in 
their approvals under the Exempt and 
Complying Development Codes SEPP. 
The consequences of this failure relate 
to flood-related problems, inconsistent 
on-site water quality management, 
failure/inability to collect development 
contributions needed to fund critical 
infrastructure and potentially insurance 
claims. This is in early stages.

Blacktown City Council
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conversation and advocacy via 
‘franc discussions’, with stormwater 
management at its center. As a first 
major step, we have launched the 
franc.sydney conference; Stormwater 
NSW’s re-imagined annual gathering.  
This re-imagined conference reflects 
the intent of the franc concept by 
providing the stormwater industry 
with a platform that allows it to speak 
to a much broader audience and, 
likewise, facilitate the exposure of the 
industry to other relevant industries 
/ endeavors that either impact on 
stormwater management outcomes or 
are impacted by them.  

We are excited by this future and new 
perspective, and what it means for 
the profile of the stormwater industry 
going forward. The first franc.sydney 
conference will be held in March, 
2022.

franc.sydney
future-focused,  

resilient and  
networked communities

THE GENESIS 
OF

franc was conceived based on the 
recognition that effective stormwater 
management in the 21st Century is even 
more important than it had been in the 
20th Century.  For decades, Stormwater 
NSW and its events and conferences 
have served the industry diligently.  

But since Stormwater NSW’s inception, 
the importance of stormwater 
management in broader society has 
grown from one of flood management, 
to one of also protecting our precious 
waterways and, more recently, as 
a key instrument in building better, 
climate change resilient cities. 

Consequently, it is no longer enough for 
the industry, nor Stormwater NSW, to focus 
inwardly to build better practice. We, as 
an industry, now need to engage in a 
broader conversation with government, 
research entities, and like-minded 
organisations to realise the full utility of 
stormwater as a key component in 
climate change adaptation. 

Just as importantly, and because 
of the importance of stormwater 
management, we need to  advocate on 
behalf of the community to make sure 
that our cities are up to the job of 
providing liveable places for current and 
future generations.  In short, stormwater 
matters even more in the 21st century 
than it mattered in the 20th century.

The franc concept was developed 
precisely for this new reality, creating a 
platform for engaging in this broader 

https://www.franc.sydney/
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Despite the central role of stormwater 
management in the social, economic 
and environmental wellbeing of our 
society, the stormwater industry has 
always been a niche industry, often 
being poorly understood and under-
represented in the public policy 
discourse. 

Over the past 18 months, the current 
Stormwater NSW committee has given 
this problem substantial consideration 
and just how to increase the voice 
of our industry.  This has led to action 
through the genesis of the franc 
concept and the re-imagined state 
conference, franc.sydney.

Another key initiative that has 
come from the franc concept is the 
recognition that if we, as an industry, 
are to compete with well-funded 
vested industries in the policy debate, 
then we need to ally ourselves with like 
minded organisations. Accordingly, 
we have engaged in a process of 
recruiting ‘Partner Organisations’, 
managed through the 
establishment of Memorandums 
of Understandings (MoUs) with 
like minded organisations. 

Thus far we have established MoUs 
with several important organisations, 
including (in alphabetical order):

• The Cooks River Alliance

• The Georges River Keeper

• The Parramatta River Catchment
Group

• The Sydney Institute of Marine
Science (SIMS)

• The University of NSW

• Stormwater Queensland

• Stormwater Victoria.

By following this strategy, and by 
continuing to seek out Partner 
Organisations, we will increase the 
voice of the industry by combining it 
with such ‘natural allies’, ensuring the 
industrys and the community’s interests 
remain prominent in the public policy 
discourse.  

PARTNERING WITH LIKE MINDED 
ORGANISATIONS

Swimming at  
Parramatta River, 

Parramatta
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Stormwater quality improvement 
measures are an essential component 
of our stormwater infrastructure to 
protect environmental, recreational 
and economic values of our 
waterways.

Otherwise referred to as the 
Operations and Maintenance Manual, 
these Guidelines assist Asset Managers 
to plan, tender and implement routine 
maintenance for stormwater treatment 
measures.

The Operations and 
Maintenance Manual 
also provide guidance 
to Cleaning Contractors 
on how to maintain 
each type of stormwater 
treatment measure. 
Concise explanations 
of maintenance tasks 
for each stormwater 
measure are provided.  

The manual can 
be purchased as a 
standalone document 
or can be purchased in 
conjunction with the full-
day training workshops.

STORMWATER NSW GUIDELINES FOR 
THE MAINTENANCE OF STORMWATER 
TREATMENT MEASURES

Over the past 18 months, two public 
courses have been conducted in 
November 2020 and May 2021.  In 
addition, two private courses have 
been conducted for Camden Council 
and Total Drain Cleaning.  Over the 
coming year, Stormwater NSW will be 
delivering further training courses in 
Sydney and plans are underway for 
the course to be delivered in 
Queensland and Victoria.

Hands on at the 
Stormwater Treatment 

measures maintenance 
training

https://stormwaternsw.asn.au/about-the-manual/
https://stormwaternsw.asn.au/about-the-manual/
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEBSITE

The Stormwater NSW website and 
LinkedIn account allow us to keep 
our members informed. We want to 
be dynamic and reactive and keep 
you updated regularly. The website 
is the mechanism to share resources 
and news, apply for membership, buy 
our products, look at our conference 
proceedings and book into training 
programs. 

In the 2020 - 2021 year we posted 
33 news articles, including monthly 
interviews with members of the 
Stormwater NSW committee, about 
their career and interests. Our website 
www.stormwaternsw.asn.au  now has 
the capacity for interested parties 
to register for the Operation and 
Maintenance Manual training and 
purchase the manual.

Over the past year we have made 
a concerted effort to increase our 
presence on social media. We use 
this presence to position Stormwater 
NSW as a source of industry relevant 
knowledge sharing and advocacy 
and as a supporter of the great 
work that other stormwater related 
organisations and individuals are 
undertaking.

Our social media presence on 
LinkedIn has continued to grow over 
this last financial year. New follower 
requests and responding to comments 
and messages has been actively 
managed, and we have been 
able to expand the diversity of our 
LinkedIn posts to include marketing 
Stormwater NSW events, relevant 
advocacy for stormwater, interesting 
and topical articles, promoting 
events and promoting the great 
work of some of our associate and 
member organisations. This effort has 
seen our follower base grow to 2,493 
followers with average views of over 
1200 people per post. These efforts 
will be continued and ramped up 
in the following year in concert with 
membership drives to convert followers 
to new association members.

http://www.stormwaternsw.asn.au
http://www.linkedin.com/in/stormwaternsw/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/stormwaternsw/
https://stormwaternsw.asn.au/
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Highlights in the newsletter include:

• Meet the committee articles

• Stormwater advocacy

• Ongoing seminars for SQID      
operations and maintenance manual 
training

• NSW award winners in 
Stormwater Australia awards

• Webinars on WSUD, stormwater 
detention, erosion control and many 
more

STORMCAST
Stormwater NSW has been working 
with Stormwater QLD to produce a 
joint monthly newsletter, Stormcast 
for its membership. The newsletter 
provides the latest news and events 
from both Stormwater Queensland 
and Stormwater NSW to give their 
members a broad insight into our 
industry and association across the 
nation.

The Stormcast newsletter has been well 
received by members with consistently 
above average open and click rates 
achieved over the financial year.
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The Committee is of the view that 
Stormwater NSW (SNSW) remains 
sound financially and continues 
to successfully trade and meet its 
statutory obligations.  

Since FY11 GEMS have provided 
secretariat services including financial 
services to Stormwater NSW.  These 
services continued in FY21 and 
continue to be provided to SNSW in a 
highly professional manner.  GEMS is 
commended for the timely, detailed 
and accurate financial reporting that 
the Committee continues to receive. 
The accounts have been audited and 
the auditor report is attached.

Over the last 16 years, SNSW’s equity 
increased until FY10, then decreased in 
FY11 and then progressively increased 
each subsequent year to its highest 
level in FY18.  In FY19 our equity 
declined due in part to funding an IWC 
Leadership Scholarship and funding 
of the preparation of O&M guidelines. 
In FY20 our equity increased slightly in 
comparison to FY19 while in FY21 our 
equity declined due to our continuing 
to run events for our members but 
without any event income.

The major sources of income disclose 
the following trends:

• Individual memberships for FY21
increased slightly in comparison to
FY20;

• The corporate memberships
for FY21 decreased slightly in
comparison to FY20;

• Overall the membership income
increased slightly by $923 (1.7%
increase).

• Stormwater NSW did not receive
any grants in FY21.

2021 TREASURERS REPORT

Membership dues remain the single 
greatest source of income (98% of 
overall income in FY21).  Maintaining 
this level of income during the 
COVID-19 pandemic has been 
achieved by continuing to deliver free 
events for members while members 
have been unable to meet face-to-
face.

The loss of income from conferences 
and events as a major source of 
income was a major challenge in 
FY21 and has required SNSW to call 
on its financial reserves to continue to 
provide services to our members.

The major expenses disclose the 
following trends:

• The cost of secretariat services is our
greatest expense and was higher
than FY20 (24% increase).

• The Stormwater Australia Levy
remains a significant ongoing
expense;

Other major expenses included:

• Event expenses – relating to the
provision of free events for members

• Accounting costs

The accounting costs were far lower
than FY20.  The higher costs in FY20
were primarily due to the preparation
and lodging of a number of historical
returns in response to request received
from the ATO.

The Stormwater NSW financial reserves 
include two separate accounts as 
follows. 

Account 50256892  
Balance as at 30 June 2021 of $38,731.

Account 50248913  
Balance as at 30 June 2021of $59,276.
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The interest earned on our accounts 
was $230 only which reflects the 
current very low interest rate 
environment.

The financial challenges for Stormwater 
NSW in the coming financial year 
include:

• Through demonstrated benefits
to retain our current membership in
these challenging times;

• To review the benefits delivered
to our members by the Stormwater
Australia levy, which remains a major
expense for SNSW, and decide if the
benefits match the quantum of the
levy or if this financial arrangement
should be adjusted or discontinued;

• To deliver events in new ways
which deliver benefits to our members
and is viewed as a valuable benefit
of membership while also generating
income;

• To identify and implement
initiatives which generate income from
non-traditional sources or activities;

Given the current challenging times 
Stormwater NSW is in a strong financial 
position which will allow it to continue 
to partially draw down its financial 
reserves in a controlled manner, if 
needed, to support the delivery of 
services and content to our members 
in FY22.

Dr Brett C Phillips

Treasurer, Stormwater Industry 
Association of NSW Inc. 

22 August 2021
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
STORMWATER INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NSW

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

2021
INCOME
Credit Card Surcharge Income 14                 
Interest Income - ATO 763               
Interest Income 230               
Events & Seminars & Conference Income

Member Profit -          
Non Member Profit -          -                    

Miscellaneous Income -                    
Membership Revenue

Corporate Membership 39,782    
Individual Membership 14,030    53,812          

Reimbursement of Seeding Funds -                    

54,819          

EXPENSES
Accounting Fees 3,260            
Annual Report 916               
Artwork 131               
Bank Charges 181               
Committee Expenses 678               
Conference & Event Expenses 9,473            
Filing Fees 181               
Insurance 2,894            
Interest Expenses - ATO 9                   
Meeting Expenses 433               
National Levies 7,499            
Publication Fees 640               
Secretariat Fees 34,323          
Storage 2,103            
Web Design and Maintenance 863               

63,584          

Net Profit 8,765-            
Less Income Tax Expense -                
NET INCOME FOR YEAR 8,765-$          
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2021STORMWATER INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NSW

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2021

2021
EQUITY
Opening Balance 145,433      
Net Income for Year 8,765-          

136,668$    

REPRESENTED BY:

CURRENT ASSETS
Accounts Receivable 3,722          
NAB Business Account (***257) 36,154        
CBA Term Deposit 50248913 59,276        
CBA Term Deposit 50256892 38,731        
SIA NSW Operating Account 1,551          

139,434      
NON CURRENT ASSETS
Office Equipments - iPad, etc 1,003     
Less Provision for Depreciation 1,003     -                  

TOTAL ASSETS 139,434      

Less CURRENT LIABILITIES
Income Tax Payable 517             
Accounts Payable 2,249          

TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,766          

NET ASSETS 136,668$    
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FOR THE YEAR  ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

1. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The accounts have been prepared in accordance with relevant Australian Accounting 
Standards and the disclosure requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act 1981.  
The accounts of the Association have been prepared on an accrual basis, with the 
exception of membership and conference income, which are recorded as income when 
billed, and are in accordance with conventional historical cost principles.  

The Association is not a reporting Association because, in the Committee’s opinion, there 
is unlikely to exist users of the accounts who are dependent on general-purpose financial 
reports of the Association for information.  These accounts are therefore a “Special 
Purpose Financial Report” prepared so as to comply with the requirements of the 
Constitution and to provide information required by the members.  

The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies, adopted by the 
Association in the preparation of the accounts, which have been consistently applied 
unless otherwise stated.  

(a) Income tax
                                                                                                                                                           
Stormwater Industry Association of NSW is a not for profit membership organisation and 
the income tax is determined by the Mutuality Principle. It is based on the proposition that 
an organisation cannot derive income from itself.  The principle provides that where a 
number of persons contribute to common fund created and controlled by them for a 
common purpose, any surplus arising from the use of that fund for the common purpose 
is not income. This principle does not extend to include income that is derived from 
sources outside that group.  Therefore the income from sources outside the group and 
the associated expenses are used to determine the tax liability.   

(b) Property, Plant & Equipment (PPE)

Plant and equipment are carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated 
depreciation.  The depreciable amount of all PPE is depreciated over the useful lives of 
the assets to the association commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.  

(c) Cash and cash equivalent

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, and 
other short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of six months or less.  

STORMWATER INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NSW

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
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(d) Revenue

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received.  All revenue is stated 
net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  
(e) Goods and Services Tax (GST)     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except      
where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office 
(ATO).  Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable 
of payable.  The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included 
with other receivables or payables in the balance sheet.  

2. LEVY PAYABLE TO NATIONAL STORMWATER INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

In accordance with Clause 23 of the “Protocol for the linking of the SIA Associations”, SIA 
(NSW) must forward an annual subsidy levy per membership to the National SIA 
Association based on the number of financial members registered each quarter.  

3. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

There were no contracts entered into for future capital expenditure in the current financial 
year.  

4. CONTINGENT LIABILITY

No contingent liabilities existed as at 30 June 2021.

5. MORTGAGES, CHARGES AND SECURITIES

At 30 June 2021 there were no mortgages, charges, or securities of any description 
affecting any of the property.  

6. EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO BALANCE DATE

There are no items or events of a material or unusual nature that have occurred since 30 
June 2021 which should be disclosed.
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ALAN BENSON 
PRESIDENT

DR BRETT C PHILLIPS  
TREASURER
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GEMS Event Management Australia 
has once again provided excellent 
secretariat services to Stormwater 
NSW.  Ensuring Stormwater NSW 
takes care of routine maters 
including keeping accounts 
and financial audits, renewing 
insurances and membership, 
keeping us abreast of changes in 
association offices and regulations, 
taking minutes and handling 
registrations for all our events. This 
support allows the Committee focus 
on the business plan activities and 
delivering for our members.

The past 12 months has required our 
meetings and events to be handled 
virtually. Largely, these virtual 
meetings and events have been 
seamless experiences which makes 
us appreciate the expertise and 
experience brought by the team at 
GEMS. Delivery has been scalable 
from meetings of 6 people to events 
catering for over 350 participants. 
Without GEMS we would not have 
been able to cover this range with 
such professionalism. 

GEMS Event Management Australia 
not only bring specialist secretariat 
and event management expertise 
but also an unparalleled experience 
and knowledge of the Australian 
stormwater industry directly to 
the Executive and committee of 
Stormwater NSW. 

ASSOCIATION 
SECRETARIAT
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Executive Committee Council/Organisation Attended

Alan Benson (President) Water NSW 5/5

Jeremy Brown (Vice President) Ocean Protect 2/5

Dr Andrew Thomas (Vice President) Blacktown City Council 5/5

Dr Brett C Phillips (Treasurer) Cardno 5/5

Murray Powell (Secretary) Optimal Stormwater 4/5

Committee Council/Organisation Attended

Ruby Arden Northern Beaches Council 4/5

Nigel Bosworth GHD 2/5

Jocelyn Ellero SMEC 4/5

Kristy Good Blacktown City Council 5/5

Pramod Janardhanan Sydney Water 4/5

Dr Stephanie Kermode Sydney Water 4/5

Andre Magar SPEL Environmental 4/5

Andrew McMillan Civille 5/5

Maria Pinto Camden Council 5/5

Beth Salt (Maternity Leave) Georges Riverkeeper 1/5

Nerida Taylor Sydney Water 4/5

Anna Thompson (Maternity Leave) McGregor Coxall 3/5

COMMITTEE 2020 – 2021
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Year

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2009/10

2008/09

President(s)

Alan Benson

Alan Benson

Alan Benson

Rebecca Bell

Alan Benson (Acting)

Richard McManus

Keysha Milenkovic

Richard McManus

Keysha Milenkovic

Richard McManus

Natalie Payne

Richard McManus

Natalie Payne

Richard McManus

Natalie Payne

Natalie Payne

Murray Powell

Murray Powell

Vice President(s)

Dr Andrew Thomas

Jeremy Brown

Andrew Thomas

Jeremy Brown

Beth Salt

Nona Ruddell

Anna Milner

Beth Salt (Acting)

Fernando Ortega

Rebecca Bell

Fernando Ortega

Fernando Ortega

Robert Peterson

Robert Peterson

Robert Peterson

Steve Frost

Steve Frost

Steve Frost

OFFICE BEARERS – CURRENT AND PAST

Treasurer

Dr Brett Phillips 

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips 

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Dr Brett Phillips

Secretary

Murray Powell

Murray Powell

Murray Powell

Murray Powell

Dov Ben-Avraham

Dov Ben-Avraham

Eric Love

Eric Love

Eric Love

Eric Love

Eric Love

Eric Love

Erin Sellers
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Sustaining Members
AECOM
Baramy Engineering
GHD Pty Ltd
HOLCIM
Innovyze
Kingspan Water and Energy
Rocla Pipeline Products
SPEL Environmental
Storm Consulting Pty Ltd
Urban Asset Solutions
Vinidex Pty Limited

Corporate Members
Alluvium Consulting Australia
Blacktown City Council
Camden Council
Campbelltown City Council
Cardno (NSW/ACT)  
Central Coast Cardno  
Central Coast Council
City of Canterbury Bankstown
City of Ryde
City of Sydney
Clouston Associates
Costin Roe Consulting  
Cumberland Council
Fairfield City Council
Griffith City Council
Henry & Hymas
Hornsby Shire Council
Hunter Water Corporation
Indesco Pty Limited
Inner West Council 
Interflow
J Wyndham Prince  
John M Daly & Associates  
Ku-ring-gai Council
Lake Macquarie City Council

SUSTAINING AND CORPORATE MEMBERS

Lane Cove Council
Liverpool City Council
M & G Consulting Engineers  
Mance Arraj Enginerring 
Newcastle City Council
North Sydney Municipal Council
Northrop
Ocean Protect
Optimal Stormwater  
Parramatta City Council
Penrith City Council
Pipe Management Australia
Premise Group
Shoalhaven City Council
Sparks & Partners Consulting Engineers
Stormwater Sydney
Sydney Water Corporation
Taylor Thomson Whitting
Transport Canberra & City Services, 
Roads ACT
Water NSW
Water Research Laboratory, UNSW
WMAwater
Wollondilly Shire Council
Woolacotts Consulting Engineers
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Stormwater NSW
PO Box 1221, Burwood, NSW 1805
T: 02 9744 5252
F: 02 9747 8366
W: stormwaternsw.asn.au
E: admin@stormwaternsw.asn.au




